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GM Note’s

GM:   Justbeer  016 418 4141
VGM:  Speedhound 016 458 4721
On Sec:  Bibi Tulips 012 408 1540
Hash Cash: Rupiah   012 410 6231
Ass. H.Cash:  No Choice 011 1435 5745

Run: 2477
Date: 1 August 2019
Hare: Snow White
Runsite: Bee Gallery

Web: www.hashhouseharrietspenang.com
Email: onsec@hashhouseharrietspenang.com

There were eight guests plus our usual members for the Thursday run at Bee 
Gallery. The run actually started past the shooting range near the Botanical 
Gardens and went up the path just near the gazebo. Up it went until we reached 
the path from the top where we cut right and went down the hill to the black 
pipe. Here we turned right again and crossed the bridge over the stream to hit 
the Wild Boar trail to finally exit at Moongate. It seems some were led astray by 
others and turned left at the black pipe instead of  right and thereby shortened 
the run somewhat.
It was not a long run but it rediscovered long forgotten paths which were buried
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buried under debris from fallen trees. The On Down was steep and slippery in places due 
to the leaves and some rain. The rainy season will be here soon enough and all of  us are 
going to moan about that!
Richard @ Snow White is a veteran hasher, one time marathon runner and extremely fit 
in his heyday. These days he is rather tired and prefers the company of  Rose rather than 
the hills and so they unfortunately had to go back early before the runners returned but 
Snow White still had his usual bottle of  Stout!! 
All returned safely with Moira, Suan and Matthew returning in the growing dark no 
doubt due to Moira’s passion for any flora and fauna!
The food was blue rice, fish, chicken and veggies plus a deliciously light chocolate cake 
brought by Grandma.
Many thanks to Richard (and of  course Rose) for hosting the evening! You are the Har-
riets oldest members and deserve your honorary status in the Club. Thank you for your 
continued support. 

Next Week we are at Charlie’s Market,
for Iceman’s Run

Please come and support 
Hareline 2019

Run Date Bunny/Hare Runsite
2479 15-8-19 Rupiah Permai Shoplots
2480 22-8-19 The General Youth Park, Sai Seng Corner
2481 29-8-19 Viking Quarry, Botanical Gardens
2482 5-9-19 Marks & Spencer TBA
2483 12-9-19 Committee Run Shamrock Beach, watertank
2484 19-9-19 Toddy Tan TBA
2485 26-9-19 Tiny TBA
2486 3-10-19 Snatch & Grab TBA
2487 10-10-19 Guna Jalan Ketitir
2488 17-10-19 Akx Hole Bee Gallery
2489 24-10-19 Mark D TBA
2490 31-10-19 Diwali Run TBA
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Circle 
1. The first to be called out was Mission Impossible who was caught sitting by 
the beer wagon being fed by his wife like an infant. Perhaps that’s why he invited 
her to join us for the evening!!
2. The next to hit the ice was Sayor. The food was laid out on the tables nearby 
but Sayor was too tired (lazy more like) to go and get some and asked Samy to 
bring it to him instead!!

3. The GM then put Wankston Churchill on ice. His crime was for being MIA 
so often when we want to see more of  him at the hash.
4. The GM then recognised both Kali and Ronnie Tour who came to the eve-
ning’s run in support of  Snow White and their long time friendship.
5. As the hare had left early a lookalike was selected to stand (or rather sit) in. 
The short straw was given to Money Manfred who graciously cooled his bum 
for a good cause and accepted the thanks of  the evening’s group for the fine run 
and good food.

Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure 
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and 
general litter. Thank you.

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be
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Pictures of  the evening 
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August
6, BC Lim

7, Mission Imposible

13, Rupiah

18, Bibi Tulips
25, Bommy

23, Beauty Queen

31, No Choice18, Oyster Licker
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Funnies
A woman visits a well-known witch. She asks the witch if  she has something 
to help her break a curse that was cast against her about 8 years ago. The witch 
asks, “What sort of  a curse was it, then?” The woman said, “It went, ‘I now pro-
nounce you man and wife’.

”If  you and I were on a sinking ship, and there was but one life vest... I cannot 
express how much I would miss you.

They say a minute of  laughter adds five minutes to your life.
That explains why God, after having created Man, lives forever. 

Husband: “Soon we will be married for 10 years. I will get you a nice new car for 
our anniversary.”
Wife: “Oh darling. Nothing would please me more!”
And so the husband got her nothing for the anniversary.

My wife and I have been married for 43 years and we’ve never even thought 
about a divorce. Murder, yes. But divorce, no.
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets 
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the or-
ganisers or any affiliated individual responsible for 
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.


